A package of computer codes has been developed to process and display nuclear structure and decay data stored in the ENSDF (Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File) library. The codes were written in an object-oriented fashion using the java language. This allows for an easy implementation across multiple platforms as well as deployment on web pages. The structure of the different java classes that make up the package is discussed as well as several different implementations.
Java is a computer language developed by Sun Microsystems. It has become very popular in the last several years due to a number of advantages: like C++, it is an object-oriented language; web-based applications written in Java can run on the client side and on the server side; Java provides tools to develop stand-alone applications with complex graphical user interfaces (GUIs); Java codes can be easily deployed among a variety of platforms; and finally, Sun distributes Java free of charge.
ENSDF contains a wealth of data, accumulated through many years of careful evaluations. The challenge consists of processing, searching, and displaying information from it. In the following paragraphs some of the most important Java classes developed with this goal will be described. This ensemble of Java codes is grouped in a Java package referred as the ensdf package. During this presentation, Java-specific pieces of language are written in italics. We begin our description with the ENSDFDataSet class, which is basically the core of the package. It is declared and initialized as:
ENSDFDataSet eds=new ENSDFDataSet(); eds.setValues(v);
where v is a Vector object containing a given ENSDF file. Each element of v has a String object representing an 80-character line. Once the class has been initialized, a number of methods become available, such as eds.nLevels(), which is an integer variable (int) indicating the numbers of levels in the dataset. Similarly, the methods eds.nComments(), eds.nXRefs() give the number of general comments and cross references. The method eds.levelAt(int n) returns a Level object representing the n th level, where n is larger or equal than zero but smaller than eds.nLevels(). The first method determines the image height in pixels; the width is automatically determined by the code. The second and third ones are used to determine the image background and border colors. The last three methods are used to determine the fonts. As an example, the decay scheme of 44 Ti is shown in Fig. 1 .
The two major goals to develop the ENSDF package were to deploy web applications and to produce an ENSDF editor. For the first case, the GUI is written in HTML, with the java codes as Java Beans inside Java Server Pages files. For the second case, we mainly use the java.awt and the javax.swing packages and reuse many of the existing java codes.
When the ENSDF format was developed, neither GUIs nor advanced markup languages were available. In the meantime, levels schemes have become very complex due to the advent of instruments such as Gammasphere. This situation has reached a point where the implementation of a GUI that facilitates the viewing of ENSDF files has become a necessity.
The editor consists of a number of windows, each one corresponding to a JFrame class. For each dataset we wish to edit, there will be one such window. An example is shown in Fig. 2 . A master window performs the control of the whole editing operations. Applications that perform consistency checks, calculate averages, and produce levels schemes can be activated. The ENSDF editor is at the moment in a development stage. There are a large number of codes written in FORTRAN that perform analysis and consistency checks on ENSDF datasets. An important challenge will be to integrate those codes in a Java environment. Once this is achieved, it is expected that the editor will become an important tool in the evaluation of nuclear structure and decay data. 
